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New Metrics 

How do we measure researcher performance? 



New Metrics 

Life After Publication 



Why Metrics? 

Lack of deep subject knowledge 



Why Metrics? 

Scale Problems 



The Impact Factor 

“One Metric To Rule Them All” 



The Impact Factor 

• Slow 

• Limited span 

• Favors review articles over primary literature 

• Ranking can be greatly influenced by small number 

of highly cited articles 

• Difficult to compare between disciplines 

• False implication of accuracy 

Problems 



Other Kinds of Impact 

• Clinical Research: a paper can change the way 

millions of patients are cared for, yet this is rarely 

reflected in the citation record 

 

• Engineering: research is often based on problem 

solving, not hypothesis driven inquiry. Once the 

problem is solved, few further experiments are 

needed, hence low citation rates 



New Metrics 

“One Metric To Rule Them All” an archaic approach 



New Metrics 

Separating Signal from Noise 



New Metrics 

“The Streak of Streaks”  

“We must have comforting answers. We see 

pattern, for pattern surely exists, even in a purely 

random world…Our error lies not in the 

perception of pattern but in automatically 

imbuing pattern with meaning, especially with 

meaning that can bring us comfort, or dispel 

confusion…We believe in “hot hands” because 

we must impart meaning to a pattern—and we 

like meanings that tell stories about heroism, 

valor, and excellence.” 



New Metrics 
1963 text “Informal Sociology: A Casual 

Introduction to Sociological Thinking” 

“It would be nice if all of the data which sociologists 

require could be enumerated because then we could run 

them through IBM machines and draw charts as the 

economists do. However, not everything that can be 

counted counts, and not everything that counts can 

be counted.” 

William Bruce Cameron  



New Metrics 

What’s being measured? 



New Metrics 

What’s being measured? 

• Usage 

• HTML downloads and views 

• PDF downloads and views 

• Citations 

• PMC, CrossRef, Scopus, Web of Science 

• Mentions and Downloads via Social Networks, Blogs and Other Online 

Media 

• CiteULike, Mendeley, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, Pinterest, 

Reddit, YouTube, Science Blogs, ScienceSeeker, Research Blogging, 

Wikipedia, Trackbacks, F1000, Stack Exchange, Peerage of Science, 

SlideShare, FigShare, GitHub, Dryad, arXiv 

• Mentions in Traditional Media 

• Discussion and Ratings 

• Comments, Notes, Ratings 

• Citations in Policy Documents 



Usage 

Does popularity = impact? 



Usage 

Does popularity = quality? 



Sensationalism 

Weird stuff draws attention 



Sensationalism 

Weird stuff draws attention 



Social Bookmarking 

Articles about articles? 



What You Think You Know About the Web Is 

Wrong 

Myth: We read what we click on 

55% of viewers spend less than 15 seconds actively 

on a page 

 

Myth: The more we share, the more we read 

There is no relationship whatsoever between the 

amount a piece of content is shared and the amount 

of attention the average reader will give that content 
 

http://time.com/12933/what-you-think-you-know-about-the-web-is-wrong/ 

 



New Incentives 

Campbell’s Law 

"The more any quantitative social indicator  

(or even some qualitative indicator) is used 

for social decision-making, the more subject it 

will be to corruption pressures and the more 

apt it will be to distort and corrupt the social 

processes it is intended to monitor." 



New Incentives 

Does marketing become a core activity? 



What about gaming? 



The Attention Problem 

• Funding and Career Advancement 

– Attention does not equal quality or impact 

– How to measure “societal impact”? 

• Library Purchasing Decisions 

– Do these measurements tell librarians anything 

about what they need to know? 

– Right concept, wrong measurements? 

Is Attention Flawed as a Metric, or Are We Just 

Measuring it Wrong? 



Custom Metrics 

• Funding Body Grants Officer judging candidates 

 

• Graduate Student overwhelmed by the Literature 

 

• Researcher tracking potential misuse of controversial results 

 

• University Development Office seeking donors 

 

• Pharma Publicity Department seeking awareness 

 

• Librarian managing acquisitions—what subjects interest campus 

researchers 

Different Stakeholders, Different Needs 



Custom Metrics 

• More effective marketing efforts 

– Faster 

– Better measurements of what happens when you do something 

– Uncovering “hidden gems” 

 

• Editorial Strategy 

– Faster 

– Which articles caught the community’s eye? 

• Solicit more articles in this area 

• Participate in the discussion 

– Reach new audiences 

– Protect the Journal’s reputation 

Value to Editors, Publishers 



New Metrics 

No substitute for human judgment 
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